Coast Fulfillment - 2240 E. Cedar Street
Ontario, CA 91761

Phone: 909.545.8547 - Email: randy@coastfulfillment.com

Coleman Weathermaster 10 Person Family
Camping Tent
Brand: Coleman
Product Code: 2000028058

Price: $299.99

Description
The Coleman Weathermaster 10-Person Dome Tent provides a comfortable
sleeping environment for a single family and will accommodate up to 10 people if
necessary. It's one of the larger tents on the market, and it's designed for easy
setup. Its walls are constructed from taffeta polyester and the floor is made from
1,000D polyethylene for enhanced durability. The Coleman Weathermaster tent
has a "D" style door for easy entry, and the entrance comes with both a hinged
door and a zipper door for added versatility. There is a single electrical access
port for powered camp sites or for use with a generator. There is a single privacy
vent window, and a vented cool air port. The center height of 80" makes it
comfortable for most people to stand in, and an interior gadget pocket keeps your
electronics safely off the floor.

Product Features
Cabin structure; heavier, stronger, better for extended stay camping
Great for family camping, extended camping trips
80" center height
2 Doors - Front Door is Hinged (Patent Pending)
Strong steel and fiberglass frame
Control airflow with Variflo™ adjustable ventilation
Privacy vent window
Interior gear pocket
Electrical access port

Reverse angle windows
Easy set up with continuous, color coded pole sleeves and shock-corded
poles
Easy instructions sewn into durable carry bag
Carry bag also includes separate sacks for poles and stakes
Fly: Polyester taffeta 75D
Mesh: Polyester 68D inner tent
Floor: Polyethylene 1000D-140g/sqm floor
450mm PU coating for flysheet and inner tent
11mm fiberglass poles

Specifcations
Capacity
Count
Season
Dimensions
Is Weather-Resistant
Material
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10 person
1
All Season
17L x 9W ft.
Y
TC Fabric

